Notes on Use
《 How to Use 》
・ Please be sure to wash thoroughly before using for the ﬁrst time.
・Please do not use other than its intended purpose.
・Cannot be used in the oven or come in direct contact with open ﬂames.
・For safety reasons, please refrain from using when damaged or cracked.
・If and when the product breaks, the broken pieces are dangerous. Please handle the fragments with care.
・Please do not drag on table-tops or surfaces that scratch easily due to the possibility of scraping.
《 Maintenance 》
・Soon after use, please wash with kitchen detergent. Thoroughly rinse and dry before stowing away.
《 Handling of Natural Materials such as Wood and Stone》
・The color, wood grain, and other variables may diﬀer piece by piece due to its natural characteristics.
・For products that use natural materials such as wood and stone, please refrain from using in ovens, microwaves, dishwashers/dryers, and soaking in water for
long periods. Using a damp cloth to wipe is recommended.
《 Microwaves and Ovens 》
・Can be used in microwaves. Please use along the notes of the microwave.
・Cannot be used in the oven or come in direct contact with open ﬂames.
・For products with crackled surfaces or use natural materials such as wood and stone, please refrain from using in microwaves.
・The Single Flow Ornament Gold and Single Flow Silver Line use a special luster that may be used in the microwave. The luster used on the Fish & Clam
Series cannot be used in the microwave.
《 Dishwashers and Dish Dryers》
・Please use along the precautions of the machinery.
・For products that use natural materials such as wood and stone, please refrain from using in dishwashers and dish dryers.
・We recommend hand-washing delicate products.

Understanding Pottery
・Due to the nature of ceramics, there may be slight variations in size, color, and overall look to the products.
・Due to various kiln ﬁring conditions, there may be glaze and color unevenness.
・Some products use a special technique called crackling (surface with crackling glaze). These products purposely use this surface to bring out a unique atmosphere.
These products are also less durable and should be used with care.

Notation
・Speciﬁcations of products are subject to change without prior notice.
・The color and feel of the material may diﬀer from images.
・Duplicating our goods and designs without our companyʼs permission is strictly prohibited.

■ Mark Descriptions
Light Weight
Light and easy to handle, perfect for everyday use

Shape
Made for easy scooping

Strengthening Porcelain
Has excellent heat resistance and durability compared to general porcelain.

■ Size Description
Measurements in millimeters
φ: diameter

L: major axis

S: minor axis

H: height

cc: liquid capacity

